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Haven't you observed the figures?
Have you had similar experiences?
IA/hat could be the reason for this? Note
down your guess in the science diary.

Let's do an activity. Direct a beam of
laser rays to fal1 obliquely on a glass

vessel Mark inside the vessel the
point where the light is incident. Fill
the vessel slowly with water. Observe
the displacement of the spot of light
as the level of water in the vessel rises.
Discuss your observations. (Take care
that the light from the laser torch does
not fall directly on your eyes).

Let's do another activity to confirm
your observation. Place a glass slab at
the middle of a white paper of size 30

cm x 15cm. Mark on the paper the four
edges of the slab. Allow the laser rays
to fall obliquely along the surface of
the paper from one sid.e of the glass
slab. Mark the path of the incident ray
and the path of the ray emerging {rom
the glass slab. Remove the glass slab
and complete the path of the ray of

]no#t*r,the 
spoon

light within the slab. Draw a line
perpendicular to the glass slab, at the
point of incidence o{ 1ight.

Fig.8.1
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Find out the answers for the following
questions on the basis of your
observations

* What are the different media
through which the ray of light
passed?

What happened to the path of the
ray of light when it entered the glass

slab?

\A/hat are the points at which the ray
o{ light has undergone deviations?

l{}rat happers to the path of the ray
of light when it passes obliquely
{rom one medium to another?

l\rhen incident normally on another
medium?

Compare figures 8.2 (a) and 8.2 (b). The
deviation that the ray of light had in
the glass is similar to that of a trolley
on a tarred road. The sandy region
caused more hindrance or resistance to
the movement of the trollev. So, the
direction of the trolley changes when
it enters the sand.

The velocity of light will be higher in a
medium of low optical density and vice
versa. Observe the ascending order of
optical density of some transparent
media that are familiar to you:

Air < Water < Glass < Diamond

This is refraction. Can you now
formulate a practical definition for
refraction?

lVhv does lisht refract?

(")

Light passes obliqucly through a glass slab

&)
The path of a tu'o wheel trolley on entering a

patch of sand from a tarred road and then
coming out to the tarred road.

The resistance experienced by liglt as it
passes through dffirent transparent
media is not at the snme rate. The

iesistnnce depends on tlu opticnl density
the medium. Thnt is the optical density

of each transparent medium is different .

Hence lhe direction olligh{ changes.

e6 l!Physlqq)c€!cqJ Fig. 8.2



Observe figure 8.1

* In this which is the medium of
higher optical density?

* Medium of lower optical density?

What change happened to the path
of a ray of light when it passed from
an optically rarer medium to a

denser one?

Didn't you observe the path o{ iight in
fig. 8.1? Vi4rat happens if the emergent
ray is reversed? Try it out. Depict it in
the science diary.

Discuss with friends and find out more
examples for refraction

. A coin lying in water appears
raised.

Based on the refraction of light and
using fig. 8.3(a) explain why the spoon
in a glass fllled with water appears
bent. Similarly make it clear how the
position of the fish in fig. 8.3(b) appears

Did the ray of
the normal or

light move towards
away from it?

Did the direction of light change
when it passed from a denser
medium to a rarer medium ?

trVhat was the change in direction
here?

Note down your observations in the
science diary.

Using these ideas, write down the facts

related to refraction.

Compare them with those given in the
box

. Wten a rny of light passes obliquely

from nn opticalhl denser medium to o

rflrer one , it deaiates azoay from the

. Wun a rarl of light passes obliquely from
one medium to anotlrcr , it undergoes a

deaiahon at the surface of separntion

the tuto medin.

. No deuiation fnkrs place rchen Ihe

of light passes normalLy from one

. Whetl. n ray of light pas*s obLiqueL

an opticnlly rarer medium to 0

medium, it deaiates tozttards the normal.

Fig.8.3 (a)

Fig. 8.3 (b)
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changed. Show this by drawing the
paths of light rays from the fish.

Does refraction take place in a1l cases

when a ray of light passes {rom one
medium to another of different optical
densitv?

Total internal reflection
Haven't you seen a particular type of
electric toy lamp in which light
appears as a dot at the tips of the plastic
fibres in it? What would be the reason
for this? Is it a special property of light?
Let's examine.

FilI a rectangular glass vessel three
fourth with water. Add two or three
drops of miik. Paste a white paper on
the outer surface of a side of the vessel.

Paste another paper with angles
marked, as in a protractor, on the
broader side of the vessel. Direct a

laser beam as shown in fig. 8.4.
Observe the region where light is
incident on the paper. Gradually
inctease the angle of incidence of the
laser beam. Observe the spot where the
light is incident.

Didn't you see the beam of light
incident at a particular angie pass

along the surface of water in the
vessel? Increase the angle of incidence

Fig.8.5

a little more. Compare your
observations with fig. 8.5.

* 144rat happened to the incident ray
in the first figure?

144rere does the refracted ray move
to when the angle of incidence
increases?

How did the refracted rav travel
when the rav was incident at an
angle of 48.6"?

\Alhat happened when the ray was
incident at an angle above 48.6"?

* Has the light re{racted here?

Here which is the medium with
high optical densitv?

(b)

Fig. 8.4
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When a rny of light is incident at a

particular angle from n medium of high
opticnl density to that of a louter one the

refracted ray passes through the surface

of separation of the tzoo media. Then the

angle of refraction is 90'. T'\rc angle of
incidence in the ophcally denser medium

zohich the angle of reftaction is 90" is

the citical angle . It is 42' in certain types

of glass . It is 48 .6o in zoater .

* \Mhat happened to the path of light,
when light was incident at an angle
greater than the critical angle?

llaven't you seen bicycle reflectors?
Explain the working of these on the
basis of total internal reflection, using
iig.8.6.

Find out similar contexts and depict
them in the science diary.

You have understood now that
refraction takes place when a ray of
light passes from one medium to
another. Let's familiarise ourselves
with some arrangements related to
refraction.

Lenses
Observe lig. 8.7. Why do objects
appear bigger when viewed through
such devices?

Note down simiiar situations you felt.

. Watch repairers use a special
device holding it close to their eye.

L\hen a rny of light passes ftom an

denser medium to a rsrer one at
an angle grenter thnn the critical angle,

the ray of light gets reflected totally back

to tht denser medium itself, instead of
ndergoing refraction. This is total

Fig.8.7
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Have you felt the shape of such lenses

with your fingers? What is it?

Observe lenses of various shapes in
your school laboratory. Record your
observations.

(")
Fig. 8.8

Classify the lenses by touching them
and by viewing objects through them.

't \fhat are your findings?

Let's do an activity to know more about
the lenses with edges thin and middie
portions thick and vice versa"

@[1y_11_q!laiences

Arrange a card board box of
dirnensions about 60cm x 30cmx15cm.
Replace its longer face by a glass paper.
Make a hole on the shorter face. Fix one
of the lenses you have classified at one
end of a PVC pipe of length 40 cm.
Arrange the pipe in such a way that it
can be moved forward and backward
through the hole. The open end of the
pipe should be outside the box. Fill the
box with the smoke from an agarbathi.

Pass a beam of light from a torch
through the open end of the PVC pipe.
Repeat the experiment by moving the
pipe for-ward and backward and also
by using different lenses.

* How was the path of the light beam,
that passed through lenses of thick
middle portions?

What about that which passed
through lenses thin at the middle?

The lens which converges the rays of
light passing through it to a single

h

r
(b)

Fig. 8.9

Various kinds of lenses

Transparent objects zuith
shape as shozLtn in the flgure
do not utork as lens. This is

because they hazte the same

thickness throughout and the

emergent rays of light pnss

parnllel to the inc.ident ray . TIrc

refracted ray neither canrerges

point is a convex lens.



The second type
concave. Write a

concave lens:

of lenses are
definition for

(b)
Fig.8.10

On the basis of your observations,
complete the path of the refracted rays
corresponding to the incident rays in
fig. 8.10 (a) and 8.10 (b)

Technical terms related to lens

Fig.8.11

Take two used ice cream plastic ba11s

of the same size, but with different

colours. Place the two lids face to face,

{ix them by piercing a rod through their
centres and examine. Compare your
arrangement with fig. 8.12.

* What does the region ABCD
indicate in the figure? To the shape
of which lens you classified earlier,
does this resemble?

To which sphere does the side ABC
belong?

* Which is the centre of this sphere?

To which sphere does the side ADC
belong?

Which is the centre of this
sphere?

If the points C.,, C, are centres of
curvature of the lens - formulate a
de{inition for centre of curvature.

@)
{The Iine joining the cenlres olcurunture I
t:J:!::!pil axisof thetens. _ _ l

Sphere 2

Fig. 8.12
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Fig.8.13

Observe the transparent medium that
has been formed between the spherical
surfaces, as shown in figure 8.13.
lArhich type of lens has this shape?

Mark the optic centre and the cenlres
o{ curvature of the lens in the figure.
Draw the principal axis.

* Does the principal axis pass through
the optic centre in the figure vou
have drawn?

What change happens to the
direction of the ray of light when it
passes through the principal axis?

Discuss and record.

Focus
Have you noticed in the experiment
done with the smoke box that the rays
of light travelling through a convex
lens pass through the same point on
the other side?

Repeat the experiment by fixing the
lens at one end of the PVC pipe so that
the other side of the lens is facing the
torch.

* What happens to the path of rays
incident on one side parallel to its
principal axis, after refraction?

Similarly, what happens to the path
of the ravs of light incident from the
other side, parallel to the principal
axis?

The point where these rays meet is
the principal focus. If so how many
principal focii will a convex lens
have?

Complete the figure and mark the focus
of the convex lens-

c
Fig.8.14

From the experiment with the smoke
box, haven't you understood that the
rays of light falling on a concave lens,
diverge?

m2lrPtitiiaol saiences

Fig.8.15



Observe the paths of the incident ray
and the refracted ray through the lens

in the fig. 8.15.

* How will the path of the rays of
Iight incident parallel to the
principal axis in the concave lens
be, after refraction?

\\rhere do the refracted rays appear
to emerge from, when observed
from the other side?

Do all the diverged rays appear to
come from a fixed point?

This point is the principal focus of
a concave lens. If so, how many
principal focii will a concave lens
have?

Complete fig. 8.16 on the basis of your
findings.

C

Fig.8.16

We have understood that a lens has
two focii. How can we find the focal
length of a convex lens?

Method for finding out the
focal length of a convex lens

Hold a convex lens facing a very
distant object. Hold a screen or a
notebook on the other side, close to the
lens. Move the lens forward and
backward. What do you observe?
Record your findings in the science
diary.

* Using a scale, find out the distance
between the lens and the point
where the image of the object is
well defined. Record the distance.

Why is it that the image is well
defined at this point?

Name the point where the refracted
rays of the lens meet.

The distance you have measured
from this point to the lens is the focal
length of the lens.

Since the rnys oflight traaersing through
a conrex lens really meet, the focus of a
conaex lens is real But in the case of
concaae lens, the rays only appear to
come ftom a point. So the focus of a

mncaue lens is uirtuql. Focws is inilicated
by F. The distance betroeen the optic
centre md the focus is tht focal length.
This is indicated by the letter f.



Since the rays of light coming from ztery

distant objects are parallel, the conoex

Iens conaerges them at the focus of the

lens.

We have seen that a lens forms an
image of a distant obiect at its focus.

Will the images formed by a convex
lens be always at the principal focus?

Images formed by the lens

Place a lighted candle on one side of a
convex lens. Move the screen or the
lens forward or backward so that a

clear image is formed on the screen.
Measure the distances from the lens to
the object and that to the image.

The distance between the optic cenke
and the object is indicated by u the
distance between the optic centre and
the image by v and the focal length
bv f.

Complete the table by repeating the
experiment placing the object at
various distances from the lens.

sl.
No.

u
(.*) (.-)

Table 8.1

Repeat the experiment with a concave
1ens.

* Do you get an image on the screen?

How is the size of the object when
viewed from the other side of the
lens?

There is a definite relation between u,
v and f of a lens. This relation can be
converted into a formula using the new
cartesian sign convention. This is the
lens formula.

I 1 1 __
T = ; -; and lrom this we get

^ uv uf
' u-v ' " rr*f '

fv
u: f - "

New cartesian sign convention

Distances related to lens sre measured
using the neut cartesian sign conaention.
Accordingly :

o The principnl axis is considered as the
X-axis and the optic centre as

oigin.

o AII iListances are measured from the

optic centre .

o The distances measured in the same

ilirection as that of the incident ray are

treated as positiae and those in the
opposite direction are negatiae.

For conoenience the incident ray i
considered coming ftom left to ight.

@lrb*r'qllllerla€!



Fig.8.77

l0 I 15 - 25

Mark u, v and f in the figure using the
new cartesian sign convention.

Is the focal length of a convex lens
positive or negative according to the
new cartesian sign convention?

\A/hat about that of a concave lens?

* A lighted candle is placed at a

distance of 20cm from a convex lens

of focal length 15cm. \Arhere is the
image formed?

f = + 15cm

u = -20cm

1_ l_l
fvu

ufv : 
"1g

= lq * 1lj : jP 
= +6ocm

An object is kept at a distance of 10

cm from a concave lens of focai
length 15cm. Where is the image

f = -15crn

u = -10cm

ufv: u11
-10 x -15 150 -6cm

The negative sign in the answer
indicates that the image is virtual.

What about drawing the images
formed by a lens using ray diagrams?

Letrs draw ray diagrams
Observe fig. 8.18. Different incident
rays on thin concave and convex lenses

are given. Complete the diagrams by
drawing the path of refracted rays.
Write down in the science diary your
findings based on the completed ray
diagrams.

r The rays of light incident on a

convex lens parallel to the principal
axis passes through the principal
focus on the other side after
refraction.

o

We can now use the refracted rays
drawn by you, for depicting the images

formed?

formed by a lens.



Fig.8.18

No deaiation takes plnce for lhe rays

llhich pass through the optic centre.

We have seen that the image of an

object at one side of a convex lens is
formed on the other side. We can draw
these images by using any of these two

Place a lighted candle on one side of
the lens, beyond 2F. Adiust the screen
to get a clear image. Observe the ray
diagram of the image formed here (fig.
8.19) Record your observations in the
science diary.

Object beyond 2F

Fix on a stand a convex"lens of known
focal length. Draw a straight line on a

table and place the lens at the middle
of the 1ine. Mark F and 2F on the line
on either sides of the lens.

md Fhysrrral Saieiiiea

Fig.8.19

Position of the image

Size of the image

Nature of the image

refracted rays.

If the rays of liglt from an object, after
passing through a lens meet at n point,
the image formed is real. But if the rays

only appear to meet, the image is airtunl .

Virtual images cannot be caught on a
screen.



Discuss with your friends the case

when the objects are placed beyond 2F

of a lens and record them in the science

diary.

We have seen that an image is formed
between F and 2F when an object is
kept beyond 2F. Where will the image
be formed if the object is placed at this
position of the image? Draw a ray
diagram and note down its features.

Object between F and 2F

Find out the situations where the lens
is used in this manner.

Will an image be formed if an object is
placed at any point on one side of a
convex lens?

. Fig.8.22

* Is an image formed? V\rhat could be
the reason?

Record in your science diary your
findings from the ray diagram.

Object between F and lens

What is the position of the image
formed here?

Compare the sizes of the object and the
image.

Do an experimentwith a lighted candle
between the lens and the focus. Is an
image formed on the screen?

* How does the object appear when
viewed from the other side through
the lens?

If so, what will be the nature of the
image obtained from the ray
diagram?

Fig. 8.20

Position of the image

Size of the image

Nature of the image

Compare figures 8.19
record your findings
diary.

Find out situations where the lens is
used in this manner.

Object at 2F

Find out the position of the image from
the completed ray diagram.

i< Size of the image :

* Nature of the image ':

If an object is placed at the above
position o{ the image, where will the
image of the object be formed?

and 8.20 and
in the science

Object at F

Fig.8.21
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*

From your findings it may be clear to
you why police personnel use

le ns for collecting evidence.

When a convex lens is used
manner it functions as a

microscope.

Why do we say that the image
drawn here is virtual?

Gradually increase the distance
between the lens and the screen.

* Do you get an image on the screen?

View the object through the lens
from the other side. How is the size
of the object?

* Is the image erect or inverted?

\Arhere is the approximate position
of the image?

convex

in this
simple

Image formed by concave lens *
Place a lighted candle on one side of a
concave lens. Place on the other side
of the lens a screen near the 1ens.

A comparative study ofthe positions ofobjects and their images
Frg.8.24
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Repeat the experiment changing the
position of the object. Record your
findings in the science diary.

From the illustration of your findings:

This is the prescription given by an
ophthalmologist to a patient for
spectacles.

* What does the prescription
indicate?

Obtain an image of a lighted candle on
a screen using a convex iens. Place
lenses of different focal lengths on the
stand without changing the position of
the screen, candle
Observe the features
the screen.

and the stand.
of the image on

* Is the image clear?

* 144ry are the images blurred?

How can the image on the screen
be made clear keeping the
positions of the candle and the
screen as such?

* Then why do we use spectacies?

*

Fig. 8.25

:t Where is the position of image
formed?

Is the image enlarged or
diminished ?

IArhy do we say that the image is
vi rtu a 1?

\Arhy is the image not formed on
the screen?

Place the object at various positions
and draw ray diagrams. Note your
findings in the science diary.

The relevant portion ftom the
prescription of an
ophthalmologist

ta lv loE

*

*

Pouter is s term related to the focal length
of a lens. The pozoer of a lens is the
reciprocal ofits focal length in metre. The

unit ofpozuer is dioptre. D is its symbol.
The poroer of conz:ex lens is considered
positiae and that of concaae lens,
negatiue. If the pouer is high, the image
is formed near the lens .

Phtjte-e|5ei6lee!@



Have you understood the meaning of
the doctor's prescription? Note down
your findings in the science diary.

How is an image formed in the eyes?

Is it in the same way as in a camera ?

Are there any similarities between the
human eve and the camera?

Eye and the camera

Compare the diagrams of the eye and
the camera in tig. 8.26. List in the
science diary the important parts of the
eye and the camera.

:

* \Arhat are the types of lenses in the
eye and in the camera?

Where is the image formed in these
two cases?

What is the peculiarity of the image
formed on the retina/ screen?

Find out similarities from the diagram.
Note them down in your science diary.

The images of the objects at various
distances are formed exactly on the film
oi the camera. For this, the distance
between the lens and the {ilm is
adjusted by moving the lens forward
or backward.

But how is this accomplished in the
eye? Does the lens in the eye move
forward or backward?

*

*

'Eflr5iqoLSct.elces

Fig.8.26



*

*

Accommodation
o. o.

The size of the image
decteases as the distance
of the object increases

Fig.8.27

Observe hg,.8.27

* Does the position of the image
change as the distance of the object
from the lens increases?

Does the position of the eye lens
change?

Shouldn't the position of the image
change when the position of the
object is changed wiihout changing
the position of the lens?

Does the position of the image in
the eye change?

\Arhich parameter o{ the lens is to
be changed to form the image at the
correct position?

exactly on the retina in the human
eye?

Consolidate your findings and note
them down. Then you will understand
what accommodation is.

Write a practical definition for
accomrnodation-

Are the images of near and distant
objects formed exactly on the retina in
the eyes of everyone?

Don't some of your friends use
spectacles? Why? Do all spectacles
have the same type of lenses?

My opia (ne ar sigb te dn ex)

Observe fig. 8.28. It shows how the
image of an object is formed in a healthy
eye

Fig. 8.28

Analyse the diagram and note down
your findings in the science diary.

Eaen after accommodation, images are
not formed exnctly on the retina in the

eyes of some people. The follou,ing are
some of the reasons for this .

. The pozoer of the lens does not change

to the extent required.
. The length of the eye ball (the distance

betztteen the lens and the retina\
changes.

*

rk I{ so, how
near and

is it that the images of
distant objects form

Human eqes hazte crystalline lenses. The

curaature ofthis lens is controlledby the

muscles of the eyes where tlrc lens is fixed.
When the curaature of the lens changes,

the focal length nlso chnnges .

F6ttaolSc]crc-ejlE



Compare figures 8.28 and 8.29.

;k \A4rere is the image formed in fig.
8.28?

In {ig. 8.29, O represents a distant
object. \Arhere is its image formed?

If the image is formed in front of the
retina, has the power of the lens
increased or decreased?

If not, what change in the length of
the eyeball takes place if the image

fal1s in front of the retina?

The defect of the human eye due to
the above reasons is near
sightedness. Now can you say,
what are the reasons for near
sightedness?

Hypermetro pia (fur sigbte dnex)

If spectacles are not used, some people
cannot see clearly nearby objects. \Alhat
are the reasons for this? Are there any
such students in your school?

Compare figures 8.28 and 8.31. \Alhat
are the differences you observed?

in fig. 8.31, O represents a nearby
object. Where did the image I of the
object O form?

How does an obiect appear in such
situations?

Is it because the power of the lens
has increased? Decreased?

Had the power o{ the eye lens not
changed, what change might have
occurred in the length oI the eye
ball?

Note the reason for far sightedness
on the basis of your findings.

Just as near sightedness was corrected
using concave lenses, discuss tire
method to conect far sightedness and
draw a diagram to illustrate it.

Concave lenses with
are to be used in
correcting this defect.

suitable powers
spectacles for

Fig.8.29

Fig. 8.31

Near sightedness cortected using concave lens
Fig.8.30
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Presbyopia
Have you noticed the distance at which
you hold books when you read?

Try to read a book holding it close to
and then away from the eyes.

* Measure and note down the least
distance in centimetres at which
reading is the most easy.

Repeat this activity several times. The

distance you have arrived at is your
minimum distance for clear vision.
This is the distance to the near point of
the eye. This is about 25 centimekes
for a healthy eye. Is it different for your
eyes?

You have seen elderly peopie reading
newspapers and magazines without
spectacles.

* Is there any peculiarity in their style
of reading?

What could be the reason for their
holding the newspapers or
magazines in this fashion?

Is the least distance {or a clear
vision for them more or less
compared to a healthy eye?

This defect is presbyopia. This defect
is corrected by using convex lens with
suitable power.

Based on what you have understood
so far, discuss the prescription
L-1,.75D, R-1.25D of the ophthal-
mologist. Note down its meaning in the
science diary.

Presbyopia is a physiological change in
the functioning of the eyes of the elderly .

It is not a disease . The distance to the near
point of the eye increases uith age .




